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ABSTRACT

Practical aspects of adapting tree logic to analysis of reactor

plant safety are discussed. Emphasized is the desirability of incorporating

fundamental and engineering information into trees of accident events,

in order to improve general understanding of accident risks and to

stimulate dialogue on safety issues. The organization strategy combines

decision and fault trees, and proposes substituting a matrix format

for the decision tree in some applications. Example diagrams consider

the HCGR cooling interruption accident.



Introduction

The sheer volume of reactor safety literature should be large enough

to describe the subject many times over. Yet there i s no agreement that

al l of the issues have been thoroughly explored even once. In fact, the

information is so fragmentary that experts in reactor safety have a great

deal of trouble not only in acquiring an overall perspective but also in

defining viable objectives for investigation in the supporting technologies.

That trouble equates to the waste effort and delay we so loudly decry.

We might hope that stochastic methods would address the problem of

information organization incidental to their main business of evaluating

reliabilities and risks. However, most such studies have concerned only

parts of the safety problem, notably the reliability of safety shutdown

systems. Some of broader scope have considered probabilistic approaches

to overall safety evaluation and optimization, but largely by way of

arraying sets of system reliability analyses; none seems to have described

potential reactor accidents in the coherent, concise engineering terms

that would convey what the probabilities really represented. No doubt the

"Easmussen study" has assembled far more engineering information about

LWR plants than has any comparable effort. Concise i t is not, although

I expect that other workers over a period of time will extract and summarize

the essentials. I ts completeness will also be judged by the experts; my

criticism on that score is simply that the presentation does not clearly

contrast the accident cases considered against a broader spectrum of "possible"

events.

The present discussion, then, begins by observing that reactor safety

assessment today is in fact risk analysis done piecemeal, and argues for

unifying the procedure. In particular, i t concerns the practical aspects

of adapting tree logic so as, f irst , to promote realistic safety dialogue

and, ultimately, to develop comprehensive safety assessments. The emphasis

throughout is on selecting from the mass that information which is relevant,

and from i t creating an understanding and a perspective of reactor accidents

in engineering terms.

The matter of stimulating realistic dialogue i s vital to the development

and initial design of a reactor plant. Hence the discipline imparted by
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structuring information and analyses together offers additional benefits

when applied concurrent with the plant development. Such interim benefits

include (l) early identification and definition of safety issues, (2)

insights that lead to system improvements and (3) effectual direction

and focussing of safety research and development efforts. Regarding

quantification of risks, i t is merely implied here that optimal methods

will promote results approaching the practical limits of resolution.

The views presented stem from work done under the HTGR Safety Program,

tut should toe quite generally applicable.

Analysis Structuring and Strategy

The key aspect of risk analysis addressed is information structurings

How can the established methods of logic organization be deployed and

adapted so as to create the most accurate risk perspective justified by

the available information? Consider first some attributes of an ideal

array bf incomplete safety information:

1) Represents broadest spectrum of potential accidents and their outcomes

about which there may be any reasonable conjecture.

2) Describes accidents in graduated levels, from fundamentals through

whatever degree of specific detail is meaningful.

3) Interprets and expresses diverse information in an accident context,

for example, how a particular system malfunction influences an accident

progression.

k) Conveys sense of significant degrees of performance, condition, etc. ,

rather than being restricted to "all-or-nothing" choices.

5) Promotes exploration of conditions arising from unusual failure modes.

6) Highlights dependencies among accident events, for example, "common mode"

failures or any influence of the accident initiation circumstances on

the prospects (probabilities) of protection system response.

7) Conveys actual extent of uncertainty associated with significant

conditions or plant behavior during crucial phases of accident

progressions.

8) Directs specific investigations of matters influencing accident initiation,

progress, and outcome, for example, by defining initial conditions and

parameter value ranges relevant to a particular situation, for use in a

system behavior model.
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9) Provides cumulative records of the analysis progress from early
conjecture to eurreat status of each safety issue; this iscludes records
of divergent viewpoints.

10) Avoids rigidity of farsat that tends to distort informatics or inhibit
expression of important eossiderations (such constraints too often
arise from computer programming requireaeivfcs).

11) Aecosssodates easily changea ia aseidest descriptions arisiag, for
instance, from new investigations, design eiiaages, and changes in
(or better understanding of) system or process characteristics.

12) Identifies conclusions and inforcation outside prisary objectives
of study, for example, economic loss aspeets of accidests developed
incidental to a safety assessment.
Traditionally the choice of a. logic ordering sehese for asy particular

study is based on such factors as background end preference of the analyst,
special objectives of the study, cr adaptability to confutation routines.
But assuming the basic requirements eaa be aet, the lexical structuring
that i s most "natural" will have the broadest appeal aeong engineers and
technical specialists ultimately responsible for reaetor safety.

Tradition seems to neglect, hwever, that the In i t ia l ehoiee i s not
that of a specific method, but rather in what terms accidents shall be
represented. The tendency is to view the accident analysis as an array
of system analyses and, therefore to identify only system explicit functions
or failures as the main events. Preferable in regard to creating deeper
understanding of accidents and bases of risks i s to develop events f i rs t la
fundamental terms. Among the advantages to be weighed are (1) permanent
broad base for a l l subsequent detailed analyses, (2) earliest and continuing
aid to system design, and (3) facility for representing plant conditions
and system characteristics that are major factors in accidents, but cannot
be expressed in simplistic "success/failure" terms. Kote that where such
conditions or characteristics are continuous variables, they can be treated
logically as sets of discrete intervals.

Next considered is the matter of a logic form or scheme by which to
develop the accident descriptions. Fault tree, widely used in syctems
reliability work, comes immediately to mind and i s not without precedent in
applications to risk analysis. However, the fault tree is organized basically
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to investigate the origins of a "top" eveat or condition, typically a

system failure, which has initially been defined. Hence, fault trees do

not promote exploration of ranges of possible situation outcomes (top

events) and their use to that end is awkward at best.

A decision tree,by contrast, begins with a postulated initial event

or condition aad branches through successive decisions to the spectrum

of outcomes, satisfactory through unacceptable. The process is quite

natural in the sense that the events represented by the decisions (e.g.,

s critical system does or does not respond on demand) follow in realistic,

narrative order, There are, however, some serious difficulties in decision

tree execution, aed these perhaps account for the method not being more

widely used. First, expansion of detail in the decision format generally

iawolves prolific branching; in the worst case, H decision levels could

result in 2 final branches. Much of the branching, moreover, will be

redundant insofar as essential ioformation conveyed. And if the expansion

is to be done with regard to setae decision on an existing coarse-structured

tree, that is, interposed, it may require that the entire tree be re-

constructed. A serious consequence of the expansion difficulty is that

it inhibits conjecture,, which should be a vital aspect of risk analysis.

A second obvious consideration is that each initial situation to be analyzed

scold entail a separate tree. More subtle, but sometimes troublesome, is

the occasional situation where the same decision must be placed logically

at different levels in different branches of the tree, perhaps due to

entirely different circumstances leading to the actual event represented

by the decision.

A compromise arrangement became apparent early in the HIGH studies,

whereby the principal advantages of decision and fault trees could be gained

and the expansion-proliferation problems of decision trees minimized. That

was to develop only the accident fundamentals by decision tree, leaving

individual decisions to be expanded into systems analyses by separate fault

(or success) trees.

Pursuing this hybrid scheme, however, it was soon found that the decision trees

of only fundamental events and conditions grew to excessive size and complexity.
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Further efforts to achieve economy in the "primary" decision logic included

consolidating "branches that differed in only trivial respects, censoring

anomalous branches, and use of interim summations. But even applying those

devices, the resulting diagrams were difficult to interpret and certain

logic anomalies arising from branch combinations were almost impossible

to remove.

Some keys to further simplification of the logic were found in the

realities of the situation being analyzed, the challenge of the HEGR core

auxiliary cooling system (CACS). In reviewing the decision tree representation

of accident progress, it became clear that a relatively few paths through

the tree were dominant, that is, could together account for all of the

accident scenarios of reasonable likelihood. These paths could be expressed

in straightforward fashion on a matrix format, with all decision censoring

and consolidation done methodically in the path selection process. Evidently,

the path selection thus becomes somewhat arbitrary; however, assuming that

the early diagrams will serve primarily to focus the safety dialogue,

subsequent critical reviews should promote optimum selection of event

sequences.

Trial use of the matrix format, substituting for a decision tree of

fundamental accident events, disclosed several incidental advantages which

were exploited as shown in figure . First, event dependencies were

highlighted simply by grouping independent events separately and ahead of

dependent ones. Second, an intuitive sense of relative probability (in lieu

of probability evaluations, to be a later phase of the analysis) was

imparted by ordering, left-to-right, paths involving one, two, or more

independent "failures" or other deficiencies. Third, conjectural events

or conditions were presented in the listing but not necessarily incorporated

in any of the event sequences; such items thus were recorded for discussion

purposes or, should any gain stature via subsequent analysis, for later

inclusion in new sequence paths. Fourth, degrees of uncertainty regarding

each sequence outcome (interim summary or final) were expressed simply by

marking off an estimated interval on the overall credible range of each

parameter value. Larger intervals indicate greater uncertainty, which csuld
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he due either to the range of arrival circumstances or to lack of understanding

of the processes involved. Whether or not particular uncertainties need

to he reduced will depend on how they affect ultimate outcomes.

The CACS challenge case suggested s t i l l another opportunity for

unifying the logic, peculiar to that analysis yet of more general interest.

In particular, a broad division of events in time was perceived: The

situation outcome was essentially determined during an initial interval,

hence, few logical alternatives were meaningful thereafter. Thif= permitted

problem division into two main phases, as shown in figure , using an

interim summation for the transition. Other analyses should present similar

opportunities for phasing, if not "by time perhaps by some crucial decision.

One earlier criticism of the decision tree, or i ts matrix counterpart,

was that each tree devolves from one defined ini t ia l situation, hence, a

variety of situations implies a number of trees. But on closer examination,

many of the situations may prove essentially the same, differing perhaps

in minor details and in arrival routes. Such commonalities were recognized

by Nielsen in developing the "Cause/Consequence Diagram Method" j 2 which begins

by identifying a relatively few "critical" events that represent real

challenges to reactor plant safeguard systems. Analyses are then grouped

according to critical events, and a single main decision tree explores the

range of ortcomes for each group. Multiple arrival paths for each critical

event are described by fault t ree . Nielsen's method thus offers major economy

in describing a spectrum of safety-significant situations. The scheme

is illustrated in figure

The conciseness of the cause/consequence diagrams is not achieved with-

out some information loss, namely, special considerations arising from each

different arrival route to a critical event. Where such considerations

affect subsequent events "qualitatively" - - e.g., by inducing events that

might otherwise not occur - - special events, decisions and branches can

be added to the decision tree; a separate tree might be needed to describe

a very exceptional case. The matrix counterpart of the special events logic

is simpler, requiring merely the addition of events and sequence sets,

identified with the particular arrival route of the critical event. Another

way to represent such special case considerations is in the subsidiary logic

expansions of events, discussed below.

It was indicated earlier that both the arrivals of "critical events"
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and the detail development of main "consequence" events or conditions could

be done most effectively by separate expansions, each keyed to the central

analysis decision tree or matrix. Mostly, such expansions will he via

fault trees. The top events of these trees, however, may be more specific

than customary, in that they address particular degrees and modes of system

response or deficiency. Other expansions will concern dependent conditions,

for example, damage consequences due to plant function deficiencies. These

may not at first he understood well enough even to judge their credibility,

hence, the ini t ial "expansions" can do no more than identify the information

needed to substantiate conjecture - - a very desirable facility of analysis

in regard to program guidance.

The very important requirement to identify significant dependencies

among events and systems, too often neglected in systems analyses, was

touched upon in describing the central matrix of main events. The matter

was addressed also in the fault tree expansions via a simple bookkeepirg

exercise. Thus, fault trees for events early in accident time were reviewed

for conditions that could conceivably influence subsequent events, typically

system response prospects. The systems - - to the limited extent they

were understood from conceptual descriptions — were also methodically

reviewed to determine their vulnerability to such conditions, and the

conditions then matched to the vulnerabilities. Even at the conceptual stage,

this exercise seems desirable as a device to highlight system design criteria.

Numerical Evaluation of Risk

Since numerical evaluation is outside the scope of this discussion, only-

two aspects will be touched upon briefly.

First, the unorthodox structuring described, with i t s devices to

consolidate and simplify accident logic, poses certain problems in probabilistic

evaluation. At least, much of the consolidation must be undone and, perhaps,

the events recast into forms suitable for computer programming, a reasonably

straightforward exercise. More troublesome will be the matter of reconciling

the available data, for example, component failure rates, with the quite

specific conditions and response or failure modes described qualitatively.

Judgement and intelligent use of the data will help, but some compromise

is inescapable.

The second and more fundamental aspect is that increasingly sophisticated
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descriptions of risks emphasize that risks are "by nature distributed rather

than discrete. Therefore, their quantification calls for techniques of

combining functions of distributed variables. And wnile such methods have

been developed, they are complex and not yet widely applied.

Concluding Remarks

The main point of these discussions is that straightforward information

structuring can help bridge the gap between theoretical risk analysis and

the engineering realities of reactor plant safety. Both the engineering

and the analysis should thus benefit from disciplined consideration of

risk fundamentals. In particular, there is the prospect of unifying the

mass of safety information through analysis, so that analysis can be made

to yield, a l l of i t s promised understanding, insights and practical guidance

to the safety effort. At the same time, safety evaluations grounded on

explicit, understandable descriptions of accidents must surely enjoy more

credibility and wider acceptance than those in which the origins of low

risk probability are obscure.

How well the strategy described fulfills the "ideal" structuring goals

outlined earlier has been tested only to a limited extent, in the effort

to describe the HTGB cooling interruption accident. That particular case,

however, seemed complex enough to demonstrate ease of application and

versatility of the methods, especially in matters of accommodating information

growth and defining information requirements. The experience thus far has

been convincing that the risk analysis approach advocated does indeed

stimulate realistic safety dialogue. Moreover, the exercise has already

provided insights regarding potential ways to enhance ETGR safety, as well

as needs to redirect some of the current safety investigations.

We may anticipate that a study of the risks associated with HTGR plant

operation will eventually be done on a scale comparable to the Rasmussen

study of LWR's. There is enough basic similarity between the Rasmussen

study organization and the methods described here to suggest that the lat ter ,

applied throughout the HTGR development, would provide an ideal base for

such an "ultimate" analysis and that the transition should present no

major problems.
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FIGIBB 1 ~ Matrix Format for Decision Tree Events and Sequences

DEMAND FOR CORE AUXILIARY (CACS) OPERATION

(Ettent sequence set Nos.)

1* Independent Events or System Responses
During Initial^3 Hours After Demand

1.1.(A-N) General deficiencies of core
heat removal functions (availability
delay, reduced capacity of loops,

E core bypassed partially by flow, etc.)
d.(X) General flov blockaget not con-=~J

sidered credible os independent eventjj

1.2.(A^I) Local deficiencies core heat
removal (obstructions of passages or
orifices, flow suppression due to
buoyancy effect, etc.)

1.3.(A-N) General excess heat input to
core vs "normal"shutdown (shutdown
delay, power mismatch prior to scram)

l.U.(A-N) Local excess heat input to coretJ_p*
Qiocal criticality considered incredible^ i-

2. Dependent Events, Etc.

2.1.(A-N) Primary Circuit Flows and Temp-i tzf
atures (core outlet, loop duct inlet) I *—

2.2.(A-N) Damage consequences (flow re- i ,
strictions due to collapsed ducts, }—j—
loop failures on high temperature9 etc))

2.3.(A-N) Contingency Actions vs Consequence
of no action (PCRV liner cooling system

-«. shutdown, primary helium depressurize) i—
|2.3.(X) Controlled bypass flow-atemperationJ---

3- End-of-Interval Summary of Plant Conditions

3.1.(A-N) CACS on-line capacity
3.2.(A-N) Core Outlet temperature-
3.3.(A-N) CACS inlet duct temperature —
3.U Core Temperatures
3.U.1.(A-N) General
3.U.2.(A-N) Local

3.5.(A-ft) "Other»conditions that could
affect subsequent core cooling ~

luEnd-of-Interval? Projected ("most probable")
courses toward ultimate outcomes

U.(A-N) Satisfactory long-term cooldown with
no core or loop damage through worst con
sequences of uncooled core



FIGURE 2 •— Matrix Diagram for Event Sequences That Divide
Into Discrete Phases by Time

DEMMffl FOR CORE AUXILIARY (CACS) OPERATION

through 3 . — Events and Conditions During ^ 3 Hours Following Demand
(See "Matrix" — Figure 1)

Fhase I

U» End-of In terval* Projected ("most probable")
courses toward ultimate outcomes

lu(A-N) Satisfactory long-term cooldown with
no core or loop damage through worst
consequences of uncooled core

5» Events and Conditions After i n i t i a l In terval

k) CACS Loops
a)Projection followed
b)Service restoration improves projection
c)Additional failures degrade service

Fhase II

B) Primary Helium Circuit
a)Projection followed
b)Service restoration improves projection
c)Additional failures degrade service

C) Heat Rejection Facilities
a)Projection followed
b)Service restoration improves projection
c)Additional failures degrade service

6. Accident Termination Summary
6.(A-N) Satisfactory long-term cooldown with

no core or loop damage through worst
consequences of uncooled core

PCRV Damage Summary!
a)Liner failure - top plenum

•n«m **+*^{£7l'

1 LfL-rtmu

(Temperatures of C r i t i c a l
, Core and Circui t Components)

b)Liner fa i lure - bottom plenum —
c)Linfjr fa i lure - ba r r e l region —
d)Penetration fa i lu res - top head
©)Maia structure crack or rupture-
f )Core support collapse ——
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FIGtEE 3 — "Cause/Consequence" Diagram Array

"Cause" Fault
Treesi Origins
of CACS Demand

Loss of Off•
Site Power

-" U3

Loss of Main
Loop Cooling

"Deferred",
e.g», Aux.
Steam Supply
Failure

"Design Basis"
Depressurization,

Identify Conditi ons
which Affect Response
Prospects///Match to
Protection Systems
"Vulnerabilities" _ [

Demand For Core Auxiliary Cooling System (CACS) Operation

"Cause" Fault j
Treesi Response i
Events/Condtions

l Independent Events

±Delayed
Availability
of CACS

"Cause" Fault
Trees£ Dependent
Events/Conditions

I

Dependent Events
(See Figures 1 & 2
for Matr5jc Development)

Outcomes

Coolant Flow
Blockage Due
to Thermal
Damage

Formal Logic Models
J for Probabilistic i

Evaluation I

Consequence Evaluation j
in Terms of Fission
Products Release, e t c , j

Describe Analysis Needed
to Define Damage vs
Circuit Conditions

t

\
j Risk Evaluation t
{ Probabilities vs Consequences j

Supporting Analysis:
—Deterministic
--Probabilistic


